UltraGear™
4 KEYS TO TAKING GAMEPLAY TO THE NEXT LEVEL

1. IPS DISPLAY
LG's In-Plane Switching (IPS) screen technology produces images with stunning, high-resolution imagery and color accuracy thanks to a wide color gamut and broad 178° horizontal and vertical viewing angles. LG's more advanced Nano IPS™ displays combine nanometer-sized particles with IPS technology. The nano-sized particles are applied to the screen's LED backlight to absorb the excess, unnecessary light wavelengths, resulting in more vibrant colors and a wider color gamut for more exhilarating gameplay.

2. ULTRA FAST 1MS RESPONSE TIMES
Capable of delivering ultra-fast, 1ms response times, UltraGear™ monitors virtually eliminate blurring and ghosting, resulting in smoother in-game action and better gaming accuracy.

3. INSANE REFRESH RATES
Enjoy high-speed gaming with virtually no screen lag due to ultra-fast refresh rates with UltraGear gaming monitors. With models ranging from 144 Hz refresh (some overlock to 160 Hz) all the way to other models with a blistering 240 Hz refresh, you won’t miss any of the action.

4. ADVANCED FEATURES FOR EXCITING GAME PLAY
Crosstrack® Activating the center display crosstrack feature enhances player accuracy in first-person shooter games, giving players a competitive edge.

Black Stabilizer®
When dark scenes can sometimes hide crucial details, LG’s Black Stabilizer can enhance the picture to give gamers a clearer view of all the action.

Sphere Lighting 2.0 with Video & Sound Sync Mode
Select displays feature Sphere Lighting to create an immersive gaming environment. In “Sound Mode”, the UltraGear™ gaming monitor produces exciting ambient lighting that responds to dynamic sound variances, while “Video Sync” mode reacts to the visual color differences that appear on the monitor.

LG ULTRAGEAR GAMING MONITORS CAN HELP YOU TAKE YOUR GAME TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

Designed for serious gaming, they feature an impressive combination of imaging and advanced gaming features that bring all of the action with starting reality. LG's UltraGear monitors have all of the features you need for a truly immersive gaming experience.
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